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Abst ract - - I t  is proved in the paper that if the transpose of a matrix A is diagonally dominant and 
nonsingular, then Gauss elimination can be performed without pivoting. 
It is well known that if A T is strictly diagonally dominant, hen A has an LU factorization and 
Ilij] <_ 1, where A E R "×n. The result is presented in some hooks on numerical analysis [1,2]. A 
useful extension of the theorem to the case where A is only diagonally dominant and nonsingular 
is discussed here. 
THEOREM. Suppose A E R n×n , A T is diagonally dominant, i.e., 
f I  
la.I > la, l, 
i=1 ,#j 
and A is nonsingular, then A = LU with L being a unit lower triangular matr/x (Gauss elimination 
can be performed without pivoting), and IloI <_ 1, where lij are entries in L. 
PROOF. Partition A as 
where a = all and C E R n-l'n-1. Since A is diagonally dominant and nonsingular, a ~ 0. We 
can perform one step of LU factorization to obtain 
Io T 
Define B - C -  (v/a) wT; thus, det (A) - adet (B), so det (B) ~ 0. If we can also show that 
B T is diagonally dominant, hen by induction on n, B = Lt UI, all entries in Lt are less than 
and equal to 1, and 
r tv T .4= Lv/a L1 
The theorem follows. To show that B T is diagonally dominant, we have 
E Ib'J ] = E cij --_viwj <_ E IciJ ] + E tv'l- ( ]cjjl -Iwl) + (l l- I~il) 
/----1 i----1 fit /=1 /=1 
__ cj, - ~1= Ibj, I. 
Thus, this extension imposes fewer restrictions for a matrix to have a direct LU factorization. 
In practice, for a diagonally dominant matrix, we can simply apply Gauss elimination without 
pivoting; if it can be completed with ui, ~ 0, then A is nonsingular. 
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The following theorem is along the same line: 
THEOREM• Let A be a tridJagonal matrix given by 
A = 
"a I C 1 





bn- -  1 an-1 Cn-1 
bn an 
// ' laxl ~ [ell, [an[ ~ Ib, I, [all >_ Ibil + leil, i -- 2, . . .  ,n  - 1, and  A is nonsin~lar,  then A has an 
LU faetoriz,~tion: 
A = 
b2 a2 1 72 
",. ••• °.. ••  
b,~-t an - t  1 7. -1 
bn an 1 
with  17~1 < 1, i = 1 , . . . ,n  - 1, ot 1 = (11 ~ 0, la i l -  Ibll _< la~l < la~l+ Ibd, a~ # 0, i -- 2 , . . . ,n .  
This theorem is the extension of a theorem given in [2-4], where the hypotheses are lax [ > [el [, 
la ,  I > Ib, I, la~l >_ Ib~l + levi, i = 2 , . . .  ,n  - 1, and the conclusions are: A is nonsingular, I~l < 1, 
i = 1 , . . .  ,n - 1, OC 1 = a 1 ~ 0,  [a i l -  Ibil < lai[ < [ail + Ibil, a i  ¢ 0, i = 2 , . . .  ,n.  
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